Abstract: In this paper we propose a new single-phase sag compensator intended for transformer-coupled loads that integrates a current-controlled inverter in parallel with the secondary winding of an isolation transformer. Compared with conventional single-phase series-voltage sag compensators that produce a high inrush current during the starting of the compensation process, the proposed sag compensator eliminates the inrush current and achieves seamless compensation for the load current. The performance of the proposed sag compensator is validated by our experimental results for a small prototype.
Introduction
Voltage disturbances such as sags, swells, and interruptions have adverse effects on sensitive loads. To deal with these disturbances, a series-voltage sag compensator is usually installed. Starting of the compensator takes about a quarter cycle due to the operation of the bypass switch and the fault detection mechanism. During this time interval, the transformer, which is typically installed before the load for electrical isolation, may be exposed to a deformed grid voltage. Hence, as the compensator reinstates the load voltage, the flux linkage of the isolation transformer may reach the magnetic saturation level and generate a high magnitude of inrush current [1, 2] . Such an inrush current results in the failure of load voltage compensation by activating the over-current protection of the compensator, which leads to an interruption for the sensitive load [3, 4, 5, 6] .
Various transformer inrush current mitigation techniques have been proposed, such as controlling the switching instants and the voltage magnitude of the compensator, or actively regulating the transformer flux. Although these techniques are helpful for mitigating the inrush current, they are not suitable for a seriesvoltage sag compensator because, they could easily alter the output voltage and would involve complex control algorithms [7, 8] .
In this paper, we investigate the inrush current issue of transformer-coupled loads under the operation of a sag compensator and we propose a new single-phase sag compensator that integrates a current-controlled inverter in parallel with the secondary winding of an isolation transformer, thereby achieving seamless compensation for the load current. The controller of the proposed sag compensator utilizes a simple current-regulating strategy implemented in a stationary frame of reference, which eliminates the possibility of an inrush current during the starting of the compensator. In addition, because the proposed compensator does not require a series coupling transformer along with the bypass switch, it offers a lower cost, smaller size, and lower weight compared to the conventional topology.
Principle of operation
The operating principles of the conventional and the proposed single-phase compensators are discussed below.
Conventional single-phase sag compensator
As shown in Fig. 1 , the conventional single-phase series-voltage sag compensator consists of a voltage source inverter (VSI), a coupling transformer for the serial connection, and a bypass switch. When the grid is in normal condition, the transformer-coupled load is powered by the grid through the bypass switch to attain a high operating efficiency. However, when a sag occurs, the inverter starts injecting the required compensation voltage through the coupling transformer to protect the load and avoid interruption. The coupling transformer offers electrical isolation for the inverter and in some cases, boosts the compensating voltage. The leakage inductor of the coupling transformer is used as a filter inductor (L f ), and the filter capacitor (C f ) is installed at the secondary winding of the coupling transformer to filter the output voltage ripples of the inverter. The controller of the series-voltage sag compensator requires about a quarter cycle to identify the sag event and to command the triggering of the bypass switch. Hence, as the inverter injects the compensation voltage, saturation of the isolation transformer occurs, which results in the generation of a high-magnitude inrush current. This inrush current can activate the over-current protection of the compensator and lead to compensation failure. To study the performance of the conventional single-phase series-voltage sag compensator, we investigate the system shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2(a) shows the grid voltage. Here, a sag is introduced when t ¼ 0:092 sec, which decreases the grid voltage to 30% of the nominal value. When the sag occurs, the compensator starts injecting a compensation voltage of about 0.3 (p.u) to avoid interruption, and the load current attains a peak of 1.56 (p.u), which is 2.6 times the rated load current. Figs. 2(b)-(c) show the compensator and load voltages, and Fig. 2(d) shows the load current during this process. Fig. 3(a) shows the complete diagrams of the proposed single-phase sag compensator intended for the transformer-coupled loads. This system, consists of a current- regulated voltage source inverter (CRVSI) integrated in parallel with the secondary winding of an isolation transformer. An auxiliary LC filter is used to suppress the output current and voltage ripples of the inverter. Because the compensator in the proposed system is isolated from the grid through the load transformer and thus does not require a coupling transformer or bypass switch, it offers a lower cost, smaller size, and lower weight compared to the conventional topology.
Proposed single-phase sag compensator
When the grid is in the normal condition, the controller of the proposed sag compensator monitors the load current (I Load ), and the inverter remains off. This condition of the compensator is termed as the monitoring mode. However, when the grid undergoes any sag that decreases the grid current (I Grid ) than the rated load current, the inverter injects a compensation current (I Compensator ) by comparing the feedback signal to the reference command using a control process implemented in a stationary frame of reference as discussed in [9] . Although the reference command for any particular load is always constant. However, for the operation of the proposed system under flexible loading conditions, this signal can be generated by using an outer voltage control loop as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The controlled output of the voltage control loop generate the reference signal for the inner current control loop under such condition. The outer voltage loop regulates the load voltage and the inner current loop regulates the load current. The load voltage of the proposed single-phase compensation system under such a condition is: Ã Load ðsÞ is the rated load current, Z(s) is the load impedance, I Grid ðsÞ is the current disturbance injection modelled for the grid current, and V DC is the forward gain of the amplifier replaced for the PWM modulator. The derivation of Equation (1) is demonstrated in detail in [2, 3, 4, 10] . The average-value model block diagrams for the current control loop of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Here, the sampling delay is modeled using a zero-order-hold element and transport delay is modeled using a 1=Z block in series with the controller. Fig. 3(c) shows the average-value model block diagram for the voltage control loop of the proposed sag compensator. The compensation capability of the proposed sag compensator ranges from 1%-50% of the rated load current.
Experimental verification
To verify the performance of the proposed single-phase sag compensator, a small prototype was built with the following system parameters: Grid: 220 V, 60 Hz; Inverter: 220 V, 60 Hz, switching frequency = 10 kHz, DC bus voltage = 365 V; Load transformer: 500 VA, 220/220 V; RL load: R = 90 ohms, L = 10 mH; LC filter: Filter inductance L f ¼ 0:265 mH, filter capacitance C f ¼ 10 µF.
The prototype of the proposed sag compensator consisted of power components (e.g., inverter IGBTs from Semikon International), a DC bus bar and heat sink, control components, a DSP controller 320F28335 from Texas Instruments, ADC and DAC interfaces to integrate the DSP controller with external hardware, and an RL load. The software component consisted of the programming of the DSP controller to implement the current control algorithm discussed in the previous section. We investigated the performance of the proposed sag compensator during monitoring as well as during compensation modes. Fig. 4(a) shows the grid, compensator, and load currents of the proposed single-phase sag compensator during the monitoring mode. Here, the grid is in the normal condition, i.e., it supplies the rated load current, and the inverter is in the off condition. Figs. 4(b)-5(b) show the experimental results of the proposed compensator during the compensation mode. Fig. 4(b) shows the grid, compensator, and load currents when the grid current decreases by 30% of the rated load current. In this condition, the compensator injects 30% of the rated load current to keep the load current constant. Fig. 5(a) shows the grid, compensator, and load current waveforms when the grid current decreases by 45% of the rated load current. Fig. 5(b) shows the scenario when the grid undergoes a 30% decrease of the load current for two cycles. From Figs. 4(b)-5(b) , it is clear that the compensator's response is instant, the load current is always constant, and the compensation process is seamless. Furthermore, the generation of the inrush transient current is eliminated.
Conclusions
The problem of inrush currents associated with a single-phase series voltage sag compensator while powering transformer-coupled loads is discussed in this paper. We suggest that by integrating a current-controlled inverter at the secondary winding of the load transformer, a new single-phase sag compensator can be designed that not only eliminates the inrush current phenomenon but also offers seamless compensation for the load current. Furthermore, since the proposed compensator does not require a coupling series transformer or a bypass switch, it is economical, with a lower cost, smaller size and lower weight compared to the conventional series-voltage sag compensator. The operation of the proposed singlephase compensator was also verified through experimental results. (a) (b) Fig. 4 . Experimental results for the proposed sag compensator during (a) monitoring mode, and (b) compensation mode when grid current decreases 30% of the rated load current.
